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Abstract: This paper describes the application of folding technique to the bitplane systolic FIR filter architecture. We present two additional transformations
of original DFG (Data Flow Graph) that enable the application of folding technique and the synthesis of two different folded architectures. One without latches
in carry and sum paths suitable for the filtering with small number of coefficients
and the other with greater hardware complexity which is fully pipelined.
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1. Introduction
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters have been widely used for video rate digital filtering. Regular structure of FIR filter algorithm is suitable for implementations on systolic arrays (Lin, 1991). Pipelined cellular arrays represent an appropriate implementation approach for arithmetic circuits where a high computational speed is required (Milentijevic}, 1996, 1998). They are designed in the
form of regularly repeated patterns of identical circuits. Thus, due to their geometrical regularity, they are suitable for VLSI implementations, either as standalone modules or as a part of a complex digital data path (Corsonello, 2000).
The operations of a FIR filtering can be arranged to a sequential summation of
the products using the transposed direct form. However, the approach is limited
by the speed of the multipliers. To overcome this deficiency it is common to
pipeline multipliers and to combine multiplications and the accumulation of
products into an array. This is the basic principle of Bit-Plane Architecture
(BPA) (Noll, 1986, Reuver, 1992). The BPA is highly regular architecture,
which allows extensive pipelining, regular layout, high computational throughput, truncation of Least Significant Bits (LSBs) of intermediate results without
any loss of accuracy, and programmability of coefficients. All these features
point why the BPA is our candidate for application of folding technique.
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It is well known that performances and cost of any digital circuit depend on circuit design style. Therefore, creating a given architecture, to establish optimal
area-time-power tradeoff, a careful choice of circuit design style to use is necessary. In synthesizing DSP architectures, it is important to minimize the silicon
area of the integrated circuits, which is achieved by reducing the number of functional units (such as multipliers and adders), registers, multiplexers, and interconnection wires. The folding transformation is used to systematically determine
the control circuits in DSP architectures where multiple algorithm operations are
time multiplexed to a single functional unit (Parhi, 2000). By executing multiple
algorithm operations on a single functional unit, the number of functional units in
the implementation is reduced, resulting in integrated circuit with low silicon
area (Denk, 1998).
The aim of this paper is the synthesis of folded FIR filter architecture based on
the BPA. However, the folding transformation can not be applied in a straightforward manner, because the algorithm is based on resorting of partial products.
Multiplication cannot be represented as node in the data flow graph (DFG)
(Milentijevic}, 2001). Here, we propose the additional transformations of source
DFG, based on retiming and reordering of partial products, in order to enable the
application of folding transformation. After that, we describe the application of
folding technique and present derived folded architectures.
2. Folding technique
The folding technique is introduced by K.K. Parhi and described in (Parhi, 2000,
Denk 1998). With aim to clarify the applying of folding technique to the BPA we
give a brief review of folding transformation.
The synthesis of folded data path is explained in Fig. 1 a) and Fig. 1 b). Fig. 1 a)
shows an edge U→V with w(e) delays, while Fig. 1 b) depicts the corresponding
folded data path. The data begin at the functional unit Hu which has Pu pipelining
stages, pass through
(1)
DF(U→V) = Nw(e)-Pu + v – u
delays, and are switched into the functional unit Hv at the time instances Nl+v,
where N is the number of operations folded to a single functional unit (folding
factor), while u and v are the folding orders of nodes U and V that satisfy N-1 ≥
u, v ≥ 0 [8]. A folding set, S, is defined as an ordered set of operations, which
contains N entries, executed by the same functional unit. For a folded system to
be realizable, DF(U→V) ≥ 0 must hold for all of the edges in the DFG. Once
valid folding sets have been assigned, retiming can be used to satisfy this property or determine that the folding sets are not feasible (Parhi, 2000).
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a) An edge U→V with w(e) delays

b) The corresponding folded data path.

Figure 1: The synthesis of folded data path
After this short description of folding technique and involving of suitable notation, let us to introduce the source architecture (BPA).
3. Bit-plane architecture
Output words {yi} FIR filter are computed as
yi = c0xi + c1xi-1 + ... + ck-1xi-k+1,
(2)
where c0, c1, ..., ck-1 are coefficients while {xi} are input words.
Computation (2) can be realized in different manners. When high performances
are required systolic arrays are frequently used. Semi-systolic array share with
systolic arrays desirable simplicity and regularity properties, in addition to their
pipelining and multiprocessing schemes of operation. The only difference is that
the broadcasting of data to many PEs in one time step is allowed in semi-systolic
arrays, while systolic arrays are restricted to temporal locality of communication.
Also, the existence of some additional connections can be allowed for semisystolic architectures (Milentijevic, 1996).
The bit–plane architecture (BPA) is semi-systolic architecture which provides
regular connections with extensive pipelining and high computational throughput. The BPA is basic architecture for synthesis of folded architecture (FA), so
we give a brief description of the BPA. In order to explain the BPA following
notation is adopted:
m – coefficient word length,
k – number of coefficients (c0, c1, ..., ck-1),
cij – bit of coefficient ci (with weight 2j, and
n – input word length.
The BPA is obtained by resorting of the partial products of different multipliers
as it is shown in Fig.2.
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Figure 2: The DFG (Data Flow Graph) for the BPA with k=3 and m=4
With fine-grained pipelining, the splitted parts of the multiplications become input word times 1-b coefficient multiplications, the partial products. These are just
logical AND function between the input word and coefficient bit. In the first bit–
plane the least significant partial products of all coefficients are computed and
accumulated (Fig. 2.). The output of the first bit–plane is shifted by one weight
and then the second lowest significant partial products are processed in the second bit plane and so on (Noll, 1986, Reuver, 1992). Starting bit-plane processing
with the LSB’s first, enables to truncate one LSB of the intermediate output signal after each bit–plane without any loss of accuracy in the more significant
weights. We choose this architecture as a basis for synthesis of folded FIR filter
architectures.
4. Synthesis of folded architectures
The folding transformation cannot be applied to the BPA directly (Fig. 2.), because the algorithm is based on resorting of partial products, so that multiplications of coefficients and input words are not recognized as operations, i.e. nodes
in DFG (Fig. 2.). Each multiplication node in the DFG, shown in Fig. 2., represents one raw of basic cells (full adder and and gate) in the array. Thus, one multiplication is distributed through the whole array. Also, additions are performed
in rows of basic cells and accumulation is provided by carry–save arithmetic
along the array.
Our idea is to declare all operations in one plane to one operation “plane” and to
provide time multiplexing to a single functional unit. In order to do that, we have
to transform DFG from Fig. 2. Transformed DFG is shown Fig.3. Delays between planes are removed, as well as delays in the addition path. It allows simultaneous operation of plane units, but requires additional latches inside the plane.
Transformed DFG is not suitable for implementation because of broadcasting
line for input data words, but it is well prepared for folding.
Planes in the transformed DFG are denoted with dashed lines (Fig. 3). There is
only one folding set S={1,2,3,4} which contains 4 operations "plane". The folding factor is equal to the coefficient length, i.e. N=m=4. There is internal pipelining, Pint, in each plane Pint = k-1 = 2 , but planes are connected via broadcast line
for input words (without delays) and addition path (without delays, too). Thus,
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folding equations (1) for the determined folding set (Fig. 3.), where w(e)=0 and
Pv=0, are
DF(1→2) = 4⋅0 - 0 + 1 - 0 =1
DF(2→3) = 4⋅0 - 0 + 2 - 1 =1
DF(3→4) = 4⋅0 - 0 + 3 - 2 =1.
The condition DF(U→V) ≥ 0 is satisfied and additional retiming is not needed.
Finally, transformed DFG from Fig. 3. is mapped to the folded architecture (Fig.
4.).

Figure 3: Transformed DFG - TDFG1 with k=3 and n=4

Figure 4: Folded architecture FBPA with folding set S={1,2,3,4}
Data flow for this example is given in Fig. 5., where XA, XB and XC describe the
presence of input data words at first, second and third row of cells, respectively,
while C shows which coefficient bits are used. After the entering of new input
word at first clock period all coefficient bits with weight 20 are available, zero
values are passed through the entering multiplexers and sums of partial products
are computed. At second clock period those sums are shifted for one weight right
and reentered to the array for summation with partial products of weight 21. At
the m-th clock period coefficient bits with weight 2m-1 are involved. Partial products with corresponding input words are formed and summations are performed.
During the (m+1)-st clock period the result is obtained and new input value is
entered. Each m clock periods one resulting y is generated (in Fig. 4. and Fig. 5.
m=4). The initial latency for this architecture is m clock periods.
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Figure 5: Data flow for the FBPA (k=3, m=4)
However, the BPA is suitable for the filtering with small number of coefficients,
because the proposed transformation, TDFG1 (Fig. 3), removes latches in carry
and sum paths. Thus, the pipelining inside the plane is not employed and the
critical path depends on the plane length, i.e. number of coefficients. It motivated
us to find another solution for folding of the BPA which will enable the synthesis
of fully pipelined folded BPA (FPFBPA).
Now, the crucial question is how to form the folding sets. The TDFG1 enables
the existence of only one folding set S={1,2,3,4} with four ”plane” operations.
Let us back to the Fig. 3. Suppose that we have obtained TDFG1, but that we had
not formed folding sets yet. If we remove multiplications by ½ from addition
path we should involve multiplications by 2 in input data path. It is shown in Fig.
6. The next step is the resorting of partial products collecting all coefficient bits
from each coefficient, separately. Now, we have different “plane” from the
“plane” in the BPA. This resorting requires delays in input data path. Fig. 7 depicts this step. The DFG from Fig. 7 is not prepared for folding, yet. The obstacle
is the existence of latches in input data path. The last step, before folding, shown
in Fig. 8 assumes the removing of delays from input data path and their involving
into the addition path. This is followed by reverse ordering of coefficients. Finally, we have well prepared DFG, TDFG2, for application of folding technique.
The folding sets are formed as it is shown in Fig. 8. The operations which will be
folded are denoted with dashed lines. For the BPA with k=3 and m=4 there are
three folding sets S1, S2 and S3 each of them containing four operations.
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Figure 6: The involving of multiplications in the input data path

Figure 7: The resorting of partial products collecting all coefficient bits

Figure 8: Transformed DFG – TDFG2 with k=3 and n=4
One operation from the TDFG2 (Fig. 8) includes the set of AND gates and full
adders from the source BPA. The folding factor is equal to the coefficient length,
N=m=4. Thus, folding equations (1) for determined folding sets are
DF(1→2)
= 4⋅0 - 0 + 1 - 0 =1,
DF(2→3)
= 4⋅0 - 0 + 2 - 1 =1,
= 4⋅0 - 0 + 3 - 2 =1,
DF(3→4)
DF(4→5)
= 4⋅1 - 0 + 0 - 3 =1,
DF(5→6)
= 4⋅0 - 0 + 1 - 0 =1,
DF(6→7)
= 4⋅0 - 0 + 2 - 1 =1,
DF(7→8)
= 4⋅0 - 0 + 3 - 2 =1,
DF(8→9)
= 4⋅1 - 0 + 0 - 0 =1,
= 4⋅0 - 0 + 1 - 1 =1,
DF(9→10)
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DF(10→11) = 4⋅0 - 0 + 2 - 2 =1,
DF(11→12) = 4⋅0 - 0 + 3 - 3 =1.
The condition DF(U→V) ≥ 0 is satisfied and it proves that TDFG2 is well prepared for folding. Obtained fully pipelined folded bit-plane architecture,
FPFBPA, is presented in Fig. 9, while Fig. 10 describes data flow through the
FPFBPA.

Figure 9: Folded architecture FPFBPA with folding sets S1, S2 and S3
Both FBPA and FPFBPA are described as parameterized FIR filtering cores in
VHDL and functionality is proved thorough the logic simulation.
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Figure10: Data flow for the FPFBPA (k=3, m=4)
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5. Discussion
The first transformation (Fig. 3.) leads to the folded architecture FBPA where all
operations are folded to the one “bit-plane” operation. The array is restricted for
the factor m, where m is the length of coefficient. There is no internal pipelining
and the critical path depends on number of coefficients. The number of basic
cells (basic cell contains full adder and and gate) is reduced to the number of basic cells in one plane of source architecture, and the number of latches for carry
and sum paths is reduced only to the latches used in one row of source array. The
throughput of the FBPA should be decreased approximately (k-1) x m times in
respect to the BPA. The FBPA is suitable only for the FIR filtering with small
number of coefficients. The second transformation (Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8),
which is more complex then first one, enables the synthesis of fully pipelined
folded FIR filter architecture, FPFBPA. There are k folding sets, i.e. the number
of folding sets is equal to the number of coefficients. Each folding set contains m
operations. The array is restricted for the factor m. The number of basic cells is
reduced to the number of basic cells in one plane of source architecture. Also, the
total number of latches corresponds to the number of latches in one plane of the
BPA. The extensive pipelining in FPFBPA is paid by involving two multiplexers
per each basic cell. The critical path is extended for one additional multiplexer,
so the basic clock frequency is slightly decreased. Thus, the execution time is
increased for slightly more than m times in respect to the BPA.
6. Conclusion
The synthesis of two folded FIR filter architectures based on the bit-plane architecture is presented in this paper. The transformations of the source DFG (for
BPA) that enable the application of folding technique are proposed. The derived
architectures are described and discussed. The application of folding technique to
the bit-plane architecture allows achieving of throughput requirements for FIR
filtering on integrated circuits with low silicon area.
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